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Abstract 

This paper will examine the questions involved in 

constructing the syntactic portion of a computerized poetry 

generator. We will first discuss some of the philosophical 

issues involved in applying current syntactic theory to such a 

project. We will then examine issues in the implementation of 

such a project, both considerations internal to the syntax and 

considerations relative to the other portions of an electronic 

poet. Finally, we will describe a partial implementation and 

discuss its limitations and areas for further study. 
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Introduction 

Many people have designed computer programs to write poetry. 

In all of these attempts, the syntax is handled by the author 

creating lists of surface structures with slots into which 

appropriate words could be placed. The apparent differences in 

syntactic sophistication between these programs are due to the 

different numbers and complexity of surface structures which the 

programs use. None have been written using formal linguistic 

theory to handle the syntax. 

Similar deficiencies in these programs are evident in the 

phonology; they approach rhyme and meter in a linguistically 

naive manner. Jed Hartman, in his Senior Paper, discusses 

computerized poetry generat o rs in general and questions in 

implementing the phonology for an electronic poet "LEAR." In 

this paper, I will discuss creating the syntactic producer for 

such an electronic poet from a linguistic and computational 

perspective. 
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Philosophy 

Syntactic theory is an attempt to derive a set of formalisms 

which will describe the range of grammatically acceptable 

utterances, while also accounting for the range of unacceptable 

utterances. As a field within linguistics, syntax is primarily 

concerned with natural language speech, rather than written text. 

It should also be differentiated from semantics, which deals with 

meaning in natural language. While the fields of syntax and 

semantics are not completely independent, there is evidence that 

native speakers can differentiate between grammatical and 

ungrammatical utterances even when the utterances are dissociated 

from useful content. A classic example of a meaningless but 

'grammatical utterance is "Colorless green ideas sleep furiously." 

(Chomsky, 1965) This is strong evidence that much of syntactic 

theory can be pursued without a complete understanding of how 

meaning is conveyed. 

Much of current syntactic theory is being pursued within the 

Government and Binding framework (hereafter GB) described by 

Chomsky in Lectures on Government and Binding (1981) and modified 

in Barriers (1986). An utterance is portrayed as a tree, where 

the nodes on the tree represent abstract categories. There are a 

number of transformations (in the form of moving elements on the 

tree) that can apply on the tree between its original formulation 

and its surface structure. Relationships between nodes on the 
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tree determine much of this surface form. From this abstract 

surface structure two further structures are generated: one of 

them the logical form portraying the scope relations between 

items in the utterance, and the other the phonological form that 

is representative of the actual utterance. The theory will be 

described in more detail during our discussion of implementation 

questions. 

GB theory is not intended to be specific to English, but is 

rather an attempt to describe a Universal Grammar which would 

describe parameters that could account for syntactic variation 

between languages. This is grounded in the belief that much 

language ability is innate, and thus variation among natural 

languages must be limited in range. Thus some languages would 

require the subject of an utterance to be phonologically realized 

while others would permit the subject to be phonologically null, 

and this parameter would be learned by the speaker based on the 

input thon receives. (An interesting result from 

psycholinguistics is that language is apparently learned only 

from positive input; negative feedback does not affect a child 

learning the language.) For this project we will restrict 

ourselves to a consideration of GB theory as it applies to 

English, recognizing that adjustments in the parameters would be 

necessary to adapt this project to other languages. 

One complication for this project is that most discussion of 

GB theory does not examine it as a productive mechanism. The 
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question of whether the theory is useful for language production 

is in many ways distinct from whether the theory is useful for 

comprehension. A speaker can not afford to construct many trees 

and throw out those that do not fit the criteria of a grammatical 

utterance; rather the utterance must be constructed in such a way 

that it has a strong likelihood of being grammatical. We must 

motivate pieces of an utterance as being licensed before 

producing them, rather than adopting a more haphazard approach 

and eliminating utterances that do not meet certain filters. 

This has ramifications for how we attempt to explain an utterance 

or construction that exhibits peculiarities which do not fit 

standard explanations. We must not only account for its 

generability, but also for similar generations not taking place 

in inappropriate situations. 

The psychological reality of GB theory is important in 

applying the theory to philological questions. Even if GB theory 

accounted for all syntactic data, it might not be an appropriate 

model of a speaker's competence. Psycholinguistics has not 

progressed very far in even setting up a methodology for 

comparing syntactic theories. As a purely formal and abstract 

model, it is perhaps not important whether the theory bears any 

resemblance to the processes that occur in the human brain during 

production or parsing. However, psychological reality does play 

a role even for constructing a Universal Grammar. If a syntactic 

theory is to account in a principled manner for the variation 
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between languages, it must have insights into the actual workings 

of a speaker's competence. If GB theory does succeed in this 

task, we should be able to describe the differences between 

spoken and written language. Written language seems to reflect 

the language as it was spoken by previous generations, combined 

with limiting certain "informal" constructions. 

The changes in a language over time should not present a 

problem for a Universal Grammar, since previous generations were 

using the same language processors that current speakers use. 

The parameters on the language are not necessarily the same, 

especially as we look at older texts reflecting an even older 

speech. We should therefore approach the task of formal 

description as we would that for any other language, while 

ke~ping in mind that there are many similarities between the 

current spoken language and the history of the language for 

obvious reasons. The particulars of the differences between 

written and spoken English should then be an area for 

investigation, but not a cause for concern. 

From an anthropological perspective, there are important 

distinctions between the use of language for conversation and the 

use of language for narrative. In current American culture, 

these uses often correspond to spoken and written language 

respectively, although in other cultures (and sub-cultures in 

America) narrative is still prominent in spoken language. (See 

"You Call This English?" by Karen Katz for an in-depth 
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investigation of the conversational style of one such 

sub-culture.) While this could complicate explanations of the 

differences between spoken and written language, the domination 

of narrative by written language is a relatively recent 

development and is not true for many cultures and consequently 

many languages. It is therefore a problem not just for this type 

of project, but for linguistic theory as a whole. 

This leaves the issues involved in applying GB theory to 

poetry. How does poetic syntax differ from the syntax of prose? 

Syntactic parallelism and repeated units or phrases are prominent 

in traditional poetry. The syntax must fit the form of the poem; 

line breaks should not occur frequently within phrasal elements, 

and not at all between certain elements (such as between a 

determiner and the remainder of the noun phrase). A poem does 

not need to be composed of typical complete utterances in 

sequence, but can be smaller phrasal units, canonically a verb 

phrase or noun phrase. The end of the poem must coincide with 

syntactic closure (the end of a phrasal unit). All of these are 

features easily incorporated into the electronic poet. 
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Implementation 

In this section we will adopt a garden-path approach to 

discussing the implementation of a syntactic producer, 

paralleling its actual development through its first stages. We 

will start with a very simple implementation and gradually add 

sophistication and complexity. The discussion is oriented 

towards an implementation in Pascal or any other imperative 

programming language on the SUNs at Swarthmore College. Using 

the SUNs gives us access to several on-line dictionaries and 

WordNet, a semantic network being developed by the Cognitive 

Science Research Group at Princeton University. 

The first question that arises for an implementation of a 

syntactic generator is what kind of data structure to use for the 

tree that represents the utterance. Because the tree can vary in 

size, pointers seem the obvious way to connect nodes in the tree. 

Memory storage is then allocated as it is needed in constructing 

the tree. The node must contain a label for the node, a pointer 

to each of its children, and a pointer to its parent. (Including 

a pointer to the node's parent simplifies determining 

relationships between nodes on the tree.) The label for the node 

can be a short array of characters. To enhance readability, we 

can use a short array to contain the pointers to the node's 

children. We will also include a short array of characters which 

describe the features of each node. The particulars of what 
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features should be included will be discussed later. Figure 1 

gives a visual representation of a node. 

Constructing a tree is then a matter of creating a top node 

and generating one of its possible sets of children, and then 

recursively generating children for each new node. If a node has 

no possible children, it is given a child called "leaf" to 

differentiate it from nodes that have not been expanded. The 

rules that determine what children a given node can have will be 

stored in a separate file. This allows the effects of different 

sets of rules to be easily seen. 

The production rules will be read in from the file and placed 

into a linked list, sorted by left sides. Each node on the rules 

list will contain the left side of the production rule, a pointer 

to the next left side, a counter of how many right sides this 

left side has as options, and a pointer to the first right side. 

The right side will be a linked list of nodes and a pointer to 

the next possible right side. Figure 2 shows a part of this list 

of rules. As the rules are read in, the program will search for 

a match to the left side. If a match is not found, the rule is 

added to the list. If a match is found, the right side of the 

rule is added to the list of possible right sides and the counter 

of the number of possible right sides in increased by one. 

At this stage we have effectively created a generalized 

system for generating terminal strings from a context-free 

grammar. Later sophistication will only increase the complexity 
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of our rule system to the equivalent of a context-sensitive 

grammar. The usefulness of this project is then dependent on the 

syntax of natural language being describable by such a finite set 

of rules. This should be a concern for not only us, for it is 

also the basis for purely theoretical research in syntax. We are 

not claiming that all of human language is describable by such a 

system; that question is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Our particular grammar will yield terminal nodes representing 

abstract categories, such as noun and verb. Specific words must 

be chosen to replace these abstract categories; considerations in 

this selection will be discussed later. 

The next step is to add weightings to the different possible 

right sides of the production rules, since we want some 

constructions to be generated with lower frequencies than others. 

The question of what particular weightings are appropriate is one 

that can be resolved through trial and error or through analysis 

of an existing corpus. The way we will implement the weightings 

is by storing with each rule a number representing its weight. 

When the rules are read in, the weights are stored with the right 

sides and the sum of the weights is stored with each left side. 

When one right side must be chosen, a random number is generated 

in the range of this sum of weights, and the appropriate right 

side is selected. 

In the first draft of the production rules, we generated a 

subject, verb, and sometimes a noun phrase or clausal object. If 
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we retain that approach, we must choose a predicate that is 

appropriate for the construction. It would make more sense to 

choose a predicate first, and then choose an appropriate subject 

and generate any licensed objects. We can then take the 

selectional restrictions of the predicate into account. 

Unfortunately, the only information of that nature currently 

available on the SUNs is from an on-line dictionary, and that is 

limited to noting whether verbs are transitive or intransitive. 

We will discuss the range of information that must be in the 

lexical entry of the predicate for a minimally successful 

implementation when we examine the usefulness of WordNet for this 

project. 

It is important that the syntactic producer be flexible in 

order to accomodate phonological requirements. Many phonological 

requirements can be met through word choices, but there are also 

many available options in the syntax that should be chosen with 

regard to their effect on the phonology. Stress patterns can 

shift dependent on syntactic phrasing, and having a range of 

optional elements and movements will make rhyme and meter easier 

to obtain. These optional elements include locative and temporal 

adverbs and prepositional phrases, manner and sentential adverbs, 

and quantifiers. As optional movements we have wh-movement to 

form questions, topicalization, and passive formation. 

Adjectives can also be added within noun phrases. There is a lot 

of room for give and take on these options. If obtaining proper 
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rhyme and meter turns out to be less difficult, semantic and 

stylistic considerations can be given more importance. Hopefully 

this would be the case, as we want to produce many of these 

optional elements with limited frequency. 

The list of features of each node has a variety of uses. 

Three characters can keep track of person, number, and gender. 

In English this is useful for maintaining agreement within a noun 

phrase between quantifiers and the nouns they quantify, agreement 

between a verb and its subject, and agreement between the 

original noun phrase and later occurrences as pronouns. If a 

noun phrase is chosen from the list of items referred to 

previously, a pronoun can be used in its place. These features 

would then partially determine which pronoun to use. In other 

languages agreement is more prevalent and these features would be 

used more. 

Another character can represent the Case of a noun phrase. 

The particular Case is easily determined by a local search in the 

tree; genitive if the third parent above the noun is Nil, 

nominative if the third parent up is I", accusative otherwise. 

This could be more complicated in other languages in which Case 

assignment is not so straightforward. Note that noun phrases are 

only generated when they are licensed by a Case-assigning item, 

so we do not need to apply the Case filter to eliminate 

phonologically realized noun phrases that can not receive Case. 

This feature will, in combination with the person, number, and 
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gender, determine the morphology of the pronoun. 

A fourth character can be used to represent the tense of the 

verb phrase. This feature should be in the V node, the V' node, 

the I" node, and the C" node. It can then be used to determine 

not only the morphology of the verb, but also to restrict 

temporal adverbs and prepositional phrases. The tense should be 

decided before selecting a subject, since if there is no tense on 

the verb no subject should be generated. An exception is when 

the matrix verb can perform exceptional Case assignment. We must 

then revise our earlier analysis of Case assignment to only 

assign nominative Case if the third parent above the noun is I" 

and the I" has a tense. 

We will use the last character to index noun phrases. This 

will be used to determine coreference and binding relationships. 

Binding theory restricts the distribution of fully referential 

noun phrases to positions in which they are not bound, pronouns 

to positions in which they are not bound in their governing 

category, and anaphors to positions in which they are bound in 

their governing category. This feature will also allow us to 

keep track of traces of movement if we encounter situations in 

which that is important. 

Binding is defined as follows: an element a binds an element 

b if the first branching node that dominates a also dominates b 

and a is coindexed with b. For a noun phrase a, the elements 
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that it binds can be determined by following the parent 

relationship until a node is reached that has more than one 

child, and doing a depth-first search for nodes that are 

coreferential with a. 

One particular advantage to this kind of implementation of GB 

theory is that movement within a tree is very simple. It is a 

matter of finding a landing site for the node to be moved and 

then shuffling pointers. Because of our tree structure moving a 

node automatically moves all the children of that node, so only 

constituents will undergo movement. 

We can draw useful ideas from previous attempts at 

computerized language production. One of the most successful 

writing programs, Racter, gives the distinct impression at times 

that what it writes actually means something. One method used in 

Racter to maintain a sense of semantic coherence is to keep track 

of topics already covered. It then draws on this history to 

simulate a train of thought. The semantic network on the SUNs, 

WordNet, allows for a more sophisticated version of this kind of 

semantic coherence. When choosing a previously used topic, we 

can find other words related to the word used previously. The 

relationship can be simple synonymy or antonymy, or can extend to 

hyponymy and hypernymy and more distant cousin kinds of 

relationships. This technique of storing a history can be 

directly applied to the syntax, resulting in differing kinds of 

syntactic parallelism. We can store the trees already generated 
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and reuse pieces of those trees, stripping some or all of the 

leaves and regenerating those. This can be done within an 

utterance in conjoined phrasal units or across utterances, 

reusing phrases at different levels. Regenerating the leaves can 

be easily accomplished on a depth-first search of the tree, 

replacing some or all of the leaf nodes. 

The extended thesaurus aspects of WordNet are the sum total 

of WordNet's current usefulness. It will hopefully incorporate 

complete syntactic frame information in the future, as that would 

simplify much of this project. The most that can be gleaned from 

on-line dictionaries currently is whether a verb is intransitive 

or transitive. We need a description for each predicate of how 

many arguments it takes, what restrictions there are on those 

arguments, and what transformations are allowable on that 

predicate (passive and middle constructions, for example) The 

current state of the WordNet project does not include a 

consistent or full list of syntactic frames with each predicate. 

In addition, WordNet currently treats only verbs as 

predicates, ignoring adjectives. In sentences such as X is Y, 

where Y is an adjective, the instantiation of X depends on the 

type of adjective. Size adjectives can be used with just about 

any X, while psychological adjectives can only be used with an X 

associated with an animus. Along these lines, an additional 

useful feature would be semantic links across classes of words. 

Fear (n.), fright (n.), fear (v.), frighten (v.), fearful (a.), 
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frightening (a.), frightened (a.), and fearfully (a.) are all 

obviously related, but WordNet only links items within a 

syntactic class. This limits the semblance of semantic coherence 

to be gained by reusing previous topics. 

Listings of the actual program at various stages of 

development and output from its current stage are included in an 

appendix. 

Conclusions 

The project of building a syntactic producer for an 

electronic poet is much larger than I had originally thought. 

This paper should thus be regarded as a stepping stone toward a 

veritable ocean of research areas. The differences between the 

syntax of spoken and written language have not been properly 

explored, and that must be done before more of the syntactic 

restrictions and flexibility of traditional poetry can be 

addressed. Implementing all of Government and Binding theory on 

a computer is also a daunting task, for all of the elegance and 

simplicity of the theory. Describing language formally is not a 

trivial task. 

There is little literature that is directly relevant. Most 
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work being done on a syntactic-theory-oriented computational 

approach looks at parsing, which involves a host of different 

issues. Of the ideas that could be applied to production as well 

as parsing, most deal with problems that are far beyond the scope 

of this project. Previous attempts at building a language 

generator did so from a more linguistically naive approach, and 

much work on syntax is done from a computationally naive 

perspective. 

This type of project is a good way to empirically test a 

syntactic theory and revise it. Large numbers of utterances can 

be generated and examined to determine if the theory is over- or 

underproductive, and the rule system can be modified to examine 

the effects of changes in the theory. 
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program tree1 (rules, input, output); 

(This program creates a tree from the production rules listed in the) 
{file "rules". The rules are of the form X - Y1 Y2 ... Yn. X is a } 
{non-terminal, and Yi is either a non-terminal or a terminal. A } 
{terminal will here be defined as any term which appears on the left} 
{side of a production rule. n must not be greater than MaxChild. } 
{Choices in generation will, in this program, be made arbitrarily. } 

{Written by •• _ •• • _ •• I~ 

const 
NodeStringLen - 10; {length of node names} 
MaxChild ~ 5; {maximum number of children a node can have} 

type 

var 

nodestring - array [l .. NodeStringLen] of char; 
string = array [1 .. 40] of char; 

nodeptr - Anodarec; 
childarray ~ array [l .. MaxChild] of nodeptr; 
noderec - record 

name : nodestring; 
children : childarray; 
parent : nodeptr; 

end; 

rightsideptr Arightsiderec; 
rightsiderec record 

name : nodestringi 
sister : rightsideptr; 

end; 
rightruleptr = Arightrulelisti 
rightrulelist = record 

rightside : rightsideptr; 
next : rightruleptr; 

end; 
leftruleptr = Aleftrulerec; 
leftrulerec = record 

name : nodestring; 
next : leftruleptr; 
rightnum : integer; 
rightrules : rightruleptr; 

end; 

rules : text; 
sentence : nodeptr; 
prodtree, curprod, lrp 
right : rightruleptr; 
newrule : string; 
i,j,k : integer; 
left,x : nodestring; 

leftruleptr; 

procedure PrintOne (rsp rightsideptr); 
begin {PrintOne} 

while rsp <> nil do 
begin 

write(rspA. name ); 



( 

rsp :- rspA.sister; 
end; 

writeln; 
end; {PrintOne} 

procedure PrintRight (rrp rightruleptr); 
begin {PrintRight} 

while rrp <> nil do 
begin . ~f 

end; 

write ('RHS : '); 
PrintOne (rrpA.rightside); 
rrp := rrpA.next; 

end; {PrintRight} 

procedure PrintRules (lrp : leftruleptr): 
{This procedure traces through lrp and print it out legibly.} 
begin {PrintRules} 

lrp := prodtree; 
while lrp <> nil do 

begin 

end: 

writeln('LHS : ',lrpA. name ): 
writeln('# of RHS : ',lrpA. r ightnum:1): 
{For formatting, the # of RHS must be less than 10.} 
PrintRight(lrpA.rightrules): 
writeln: 
lrp := lrpA.next: 

end: {PrintRules} 

function LastLeft (curprod:leftruleptr) :leftruleptr: 
begin {LastLeft} 

if curprodA.next <> nil then 
LastLeft := LastLeft (curprodA.next) 

else 
LastLeft := curprod: 

end: {LastLeft} 

function LastRight (rrp:rightruleptr) :rightruleptr: 
begin {LastRight} 

if rrpA.next <> nil then 
LastRight := LastRight (rrpA.next) 

else 
LastRight := rrp: 

end: {LastRight} 

procedure AddRight (var right:rightruleptr: 
var l~p~leftruleptr): 

var 
rrp : rightruleptr: 

begin {AddRight} 
if lrpA.rightrules = nil then 

lrpA.rightrules := right 
else 

begin 

end: 

rrp := LastRight(lrpA.rightrules): 
rrpA.next :=right: 



· -,: ... ·?t~ : .. !~~ '~.~~r:;:: ,:r '! .

\~~:_:i-" «~~·~ .. ~-.:>;K~-:J- : . -. .... 

end; {AddRight} 

function Member (left nodestring; var curprod 
begin {Member} 

if curprod <> nil then 

else 

if curprodA.narne - left then 
Member ;"" true 

else 
begin 

curprod ;- curprodA.next; 
Member ;= Member (left, curprod); 

end 

Member ;= false; 
end; {Member} 

procedure AddRule; 
begin {AddRule} 

curprod ;- prodtree; 
if Member (left, curprod) then 

leftruleptr) 

{add right to the list of possible RHS for left} 
begin 

end 

AddRight (right, curprod); 
curprodA.rightnurn ;= curprodA.rightnurn + 1; 

else 
begin {else} 

curprod := LastLeft(prodtree); 
new (lrp) ; 
lrpA.narne ;= left; 
lrpA.next ;"" nil; 
lrpA.rightnurn ;= 1; 
lrpA.rightrules := nil; 
AddRight (right, lrp); 
curprodA.next ;= lrp; 

end; {else} 
end; {AddRule} 

procedure ReadRules; 
var 

rsp,rsp2 ; rightsideptr; 
begin {ReadRules} 

prodtreeA.rightnurn := 0; {set up initial dummy rule} 
prodtreeA.rightrules ;"" nil; 
prodtreeA.next ;= nil; 
reset(rules); 
while not eof(rules) do 

begin {while} 
readln(rules,newrule); 
if (newrule[L] <> ' (') and (newrule[l] <> ' ') then 

begin {if} 
i := 1; 
repeat 

left[i] :"" newrule[i]; 
i ;= i+1; 

boolean; 

if i > NodeStringLen then 
writeln ('The LHS of a 

until newrule[i] = , '; 

{There is an error . } 
rule was too long.'); 

for j ;= i to NodeStringLen do 
left [ j ] : = , '; 
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i :- i + 3; {move to RHS of rule} 
new (right); 
rightA.next :- nil; 
new (rsp); 
rightA.rightside :a rsp; 
rspA.sister :- nil; 
j :"" 1; 
repeat 

x[j] :- newrule[i]; 
i :"" i+1; 
j := j+1; 

until newrule[i] = , '; 
for k := j to NodeStringLen do 

x[k] :=' '; 
rspA. name := x; 
i := i+1; {move to next RHS node} 
while newrule[i] <> ' , do 

begin 
j := 1; 
repeat 

x[j] := newrule[iJ; 
i := i+1; 
j := j+1; 

until newrule[i] = , '; 
for k := j to NodeStringLen do 

x[k] :="; 
new(rsp2); 
rsp2 A.sister := nil; 
rsp2 A.name := x; 
rspA.sister := rsp2; 
rsp := rspA.sister; 
i .= i+1; {move to next RHS node} 

end; 
AddRule; 

end; {if} 
end; {while} 

prodtree := prodtreeA.next; 
end; {ReadRules} 

{this gets rid of the initial dummy rule} 

function Random (range : integer) : integer; 
{This function returns an integer between 1 and range, chosen randomly.} 
begin {Random} 

if range = 1 then 
Random := 1 

else {Well, not so randomly. But I'll fix that later.} 
Random := range; 

end; {Random} 

procedure MakeSentence; 
{This procedure generates a sentence in tree-structure derived from} 
{the rules in prodtree.}. 
begin {MakeSentence} 

end; {MakeSentence} 

procedure PrintSenTree (np 
begin {PrintSenTree} 

nodeptr) ; 



( 

end: {PrintSenTree} 

begin {main} 
new (prodtree): 
ReadRules; 
PrintRules (prodtree); 

end. {main} 
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(This is a list of production rules for English sentences according) 
(to Chomsky's X-bar theory as modified in Barriers. There is much) 
(current debate about many aspects of the theory, so I have made ) 
(a number of arbitrary decisions. Certainly as the theory is ) 
(refined, these production rules could be changed. ) 

C" - N" C' 
C" - A" C' 
C" P" C' 
C" - C" C' 
C" - C" and C" 
C" - C' 
C' C I" 
C - that 
C - e 
I" - C" I' 
I" - N" I' 
I' - I V" 
I +tense +agr 
I - +tense -agr 
I - -tense +agr 
I 
V" 
V" 
V' 
V' 

-V' 
V' 
V' 
V' 
P" 

-

-
-
-

-

-tense -agr 
Aux V' 
V' 
V 
V N" 
V N" N" 
V N" P" 
V e" 
V P" 
Pspec P' 

P" - P' 
P' - P N" 
Pspec - right 
Pspec - straight 
N" - Det N' 
N" - N" N' 
N" - Q N' 
N" - N' 
N' A" N 
N' - N 
Det the 
Det - a 
Det - an 
A" - Int A' 
A" - A' 
A' - A 
Int very 
Int - extremely 
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Script started on Sun Mar 18 18:00:13 1990 
masada% a.out 
LHS C" 
i of RHS 6 
RHS N" 
RHS A" 
RHS P" 
RHS C" 
RHS C" 
RHS C' 

LHS C' 
i of RHS 1 
RHS C 

LHS C 
i of RHS 2 
RHS that 
RHS e 

LHS I" 
i of RHS 2 
RHS c n 

RHS N" 

.LHS I' 
i of RHS 1 
RHS I 

LHS I 
i of RHS 4 
RHS +tense 
RHS +tense 
RHS -tense 
RHS -tense 

LHS V" 
i of RHS 2 
RHS Aux 
RHS V' 

LHS V' 
i of RHS 6 
RHS V 
RHS V 
RHS V 
RHS V 
RHS V 
RHS V 

LHS pIt 
i of RHS 2 
RHS Pspec 
RHS P' 

LHS P' 
i of RHS 1 
RHS P 

LHS Pspec 
i of RHS 2 
RHS right 
RHS straight 

C' 
C' 
C' 
C' 
and 

In 

I' 
I' 

V" 

+agr 
-agr 
+agr 
-agr 

V' 

N" 
N" 
N" 
CIt 
pIt 

P.' 

N" 

C" 

N" 
pIt 



LHS N" 
* of RaS 4 
RHS Oet N' 
RHS N" N' 
RHS Q N' 
RHS N' 

LHS N' 
f of RHS ·2 
RHS A" N 
RHS N 

LHS Oet 
f of RHS 3 
RHS the 
RHS a 
RHS an 

LHS A" 

* of RaS 2 
RaS Int A' 
RHS A' 

LHS A' 
.f of RHS 1 
RaS A 

LHS Int 
# of RaS 2 
RHS very 
RHS extremely 

masada% "0 
script done on Sun Mar 18 18:00:37 1990 
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program treel (rules, input, output); 

{This program creates a tree from the production rules listed in the} 
{file "rules". The rules are of the form X - Yl Y2 ... Yn. X is a } 
{non-terminal, and Yi is either a non-terminal or a terminal. A } 
{terminal will here be defined as any term which does not appear on } 
{the left side of a production rule. n must not be greater than } 
{MaxChild. Choices in generation will, in this program, be made } 
{randomly according to the weights assigned each possible } 
{production. } 

{Written by --_ .. --_.} 
const 

NodeStringLen = 10; {length of node names} 
MaxChild = 5; {maximum number of children a node can have} 

type 

var 

nodestring - array [1 .. NodeStringLen] of char; 
string - array [1 .. 40] of char; 
flist - array [1 .. NodeStringLen] of char; 

nodeptr = Anoderec; 
childarray = array [1 .. MaxChild] of nodeptr; 
noderec = record 

name : nodestring; 
features : flist; {l[m/f/n]2[l/2/3]3[s/p] for nominals} 

{4[+/-]agreement 5[+/-]tense } 
{10[O/1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9]coreference} 

children 
parent 

end; 

childarray; 
nodeptr; 

rightsideptr ~ Arightsiderec; 
rightsiderec - record 

name : nodestring; 
sister : rightsideptr; 

end; 
rightruleptr - Arightrulelist; 
right rule list - record 

rightside : rightsideptr; 
chance : integer; 
next : rightruleptr; 

end; 
leftruleptr = Aleftrulerec; 
leftrulerec = record 

name : nodestring; 
next : leftruleptr; 
rightnum : integer; 
rightrules rightruleptr; 

end; 

rules : text; 
sentence : nodeptr; 
prodtree, curprod, lrp 
right : rightruleptr; 
newrule : string; 
i,j,k : integer; 
weight : integer; 

leftruleptr; 



left,x : nodestring; 
m : char; 
seed : integer; {used in random function} 

procedure PrintOne (rsp : rightsideptr); 
begin {PrintOne} 

while rsp <> nil do 
begin 

write(rspn.name); 
rsp :- rspn.sister; 

end; 
end; {Pr{ntOne}' 

procedure PrintRight (rrp rightruleptr); 
begin {PrintRight} 

while,rrp <> nil do 
begin 

end; 

write ('RHS : '); 
printOne (rrpn.rightside); 
writeln('Weight : ', rrpn. c hance:2); 
rrp := rrpn.next; 

end; {PrintRight} 

procedure PrintRules (lrp : leftruleptr); 
{This procedure traces through lrp and print it out legibly.} 
begin {PrintRules} 

lrp := prodtree; 
while lrp <> nil do 

begin 
writeln('LHS : ',lrpn.name); 
writeln('# of RHS : ',lrpn.rightnum:l); 

··~~~'!:·~·/~~·f~M .. 
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{For formatting, the # of RHS must be less than lD.} 
PrintRight(lrpn.rightrules); 
writeln; 
lrp := lrpn.next; 

end; 
end; {PrintRules} 

function LastLeft (curprod:leftruleptr) :leftruleptr; 
begin {LastLeft} 

if curprodn.next <> nil then 
LastLeft := LastLeft (curprodA.next) 

else 
LastLeft := curprod; 

end; {LastLeft} 

function LastRight (rrp:rightruleptr) :rightruleptr; 
begin {LastRight} 

if rrpA.next <> nil then 
LastRight := LastRight (rrpn.next) 

else 
LastRight := rrp; 

end; {LastRight} 

procedure AddRight (var right:rightruleptr; 
var lrp:leftruleptr); 

var 
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rrp : rightruleptr; 
begin {AddRight} 

if lrpA.rightrules a nil then 
lrpA.rightrules :- right 

else 
begin 

rrp := LastRight(lrpA.rightrules); 
rrpA.next :=right; . 

end; 
end; {AddRight} 

function Member (left : nodestring; var curprod leftruleptr) 
begin {Member} 

if curprod <> nil then 

else 

if curprodA.name = left then 
Member := true 

else 
begin 

curprod := curprodA.next; 
Member : = Member (left, curprod);, 

end 

Member := false; 
end; {Member} 

procedure AddRule; 
begin {AddRule} 

curprod := prodtree; 
if Member (left, curprod) then 
{add right to the list of possible RHS for left} 

begin 
AddRight (right, curprod); 

boolean; 

curprodA.rightnum := curprodA.rightnum + rightA.chance; 
end 

else 
begin {else} 

curprod := LastLeft(prodtree); 
new (lrp) ; 
lrpA.name := left; 
lrpA.next := nil; 
lrpA.rightnum := rightA.chance; 
lrpA.rightrules := nil; 
AddRight (right, lrp); 
curprodA.next := lrp; 

end; {else} 
end; {AddRule} 

procedure ReadRules; 
var 

rsp,rsp2 : right~ideptr; 
begin {ReadRules} 

prodtreeA.rightnum := 0; {set up initial dummy rule} 
prodtreeA.rightrules := nil; 
prodtreeA.next := nil; 
reset (rules) ; 
while not eof(rules) do 

begin {while} 
readln(rules,newrule); 
if (newrule[l) <> ' (') and (ord(newrule[l)) <> 32) then 

begin {if} 



i :- 1; 
repeat 

· treeLp ' 

left [i] :- newrule[i]; 
i :- i+l; 

• ,'= . .... ' •. -=-:-.:' ':": ....... ;:..,..., 
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if i > NodeStringLen then {There is an error.} 
writeln ('The LHS of a rule was too long.'); 

until newrule[i] .. , '; 
for j := i to NodeStringLen do 

left[j] := , '; 
i := i + 2; {move to weight of rule} 
k := ((ord(newrule[i])-ord('O'»*10); 
weight := k + ((ord(newrule[i+l]»-ord('O'»; 
i := i + 4; {move to right side} 
new (right); 
rightA.next := nil; 
new (rsp); 
rightA.rightside := rsp; 
rspA.sister := nil; 
rightA.chance := weight; 
j := 1; 
repeat 

x[j] := newrule[i]; 
i := i+l; 
j .= j+1; 

until newrule[i] = , '; 
for k := j to NodeStringLen do 

x [k] := , '; 
rspA. name := x; 
i := i+1; {move to next RaS node} 
while newrule[i] <> ' , do 

begin 
j := 1; 
repeat 

x[j] := newrule[i]; 
i := i+l; 
j .= j+1; 

until newrule[i] = , '; 

for k := j to NodeStringLen do 
x[k] :="; 

new(rsp2); 
rsp2 A.sister := nil; 
rsp2 A.narne := x; 
rspA.sister := rsp2; 
rsp := rspA.sister; 
i := i+l; {move to next RHS node} 

end; 
AddRule; 

end; {if} 

end; {while} 
prodtree := prodtreeA.next; {this gets rid of the initial dummy rule} 

end; (ReadRules) 

function Random (range integer): integer; 
{This function returns an integer between 1 and range, chosen randomly.} 
var 

rand : real; 
begin {Random} 

if range = 1 then 
Random := 1 

else {not a perfect randomizer} 
seed := (26382 * seed + 1) mod 32767; 
rand := (seed/32767) * range + 1; 
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Random :- trunc (rand): 
end; {Random} 

function GetRule (name 
var 

k1:integer; 
begin {GetRule} 

GetRule := nil: 
lrp := prodtree: 
while (lrp <> nil) do 

begin 

nodestring) 

if lrpA.name = name then 
begin 

..... ' t' 

rightsideptr: 

k1 := Random(lrpA.rightnum) - 1: 
right := lrph.rightrules: 
while k1 > righth.chance do 

begin 
k1 := k1 - rightA.chance: 
right := rightA.next: 

end: 
GetRule := rightA.rightside: 
lrp := nil: {since we've found a match} 

else 

end: 
end: {GetRule} 

end 

lrp := lrph.next: 

procedure GenChildren (var np nodeptr) : 
var 

rsp : rightsideptr: 
np1, np2 : nodeptr: 
k1, k2, k3 : integer: 

begin {GenChildren} 
np1 := np: 

{writeln('GC called on ',npA.name):} 
if np1 A.children[1] = nil then 

begin 
{writeln('needs children'):} 

rsp := GetRule (np1 A.name): 
if rsp = nil then 

begin 
new (np2): 
np2 h .name := 'leaf 
np2 h .children[1] := 
np2 h .children[2] := 
np2 h .children[3] := 
np2 h .children[4] := 
np2 h .children[5] := 

np2h.~eatures[1] := 
np2 h .parent := np1: 
np1 h .children[1] := 
np2 := nil: 

{writeln('can"t have any'):} 
end 

else 
begin 

k1 := 1: 
{write ('children: '):} 

nil: 
nil: 
nil: 
nil; 
nil: 

, *, . , 

np2: 

, . , 

while (rsp<>nil) and (k1 <= MaxChild) do 

:~ t" ;; :'~ .. ~;~:~j .. 
......... ~: '", · ... :.i' 
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begin 
new(np2); 
np2~.narne :- rsp~.narne; 

np2~.children[1] :~ nil; 
np2~.children[2] :- nil; 
np2~.children[3] :- nil; 
np2~.children[4] := nil; 
np2~.children[5] :- nil; 

np2~.features[1] := 
np2~.parent := np1; 
np1~.children[k1] .= 
np2 := nil; 

, *, . , 

np2; 

{write(np~.children[k1]~.narne);} 

{writeln;} 

k1 :- k1 + 1; 
rsp :- rsp~.sister; 

end; 

for k2 := 1 to (k1-1) do 
begin 

np1 := np; . 
GenChildren (npl~.children[k2]); 

end; 
end; 

end 
else if np1~.children[1]~.narne 

begin 
{writeln('has children');} 

k3 := 1; 
while (np1~.children[i] 

begin 

<> 'leaf , then 

<> nil) and (k3 <= MaxChild) do 

GenChildren (np1~.children[k3]); 

k3 := k3+1; 
np1 := np; 

end; 
end; 

end; {GenChildren} 

procedure PrintSenTree (np nodeptr) ; 
var 

kl : integer; 
begin {PrintSenTree} 

if np <> nil then 
begin 

{write('PST called on " np~.narne);} 
{if np~.parent <> nil then writeln('below " np~.parent~.narne);} 

if np~.children[l] <> nil then 

end; 

if np~.children[l]~.narne = 'leaf ' then 
if np~.narne <> 'e ' then 

writeln(np~.narne, np~.features); 

kl := 1; 
while (k1<=5) and (np~.children[k1]<>nil) do 

begin 
PrintSenTree(np~.children[k1]) ; 
k1 := kl+1; 

end; 

end; {PrintSenTree} 
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procedure MakeSentence (var np : nodeptr); 
{This procedure generates a sentence in tree-structure derived from} 
{the rules in prodtree.} 
begin {MakeSentence} 

new (np); 
np".name := 'C" 
np".parent := nil; 
np".features[l] := 
np".children[l] := 
GenChildren (np); 

end; {MakeSentence} 

begin {main} 
new (prodtree); 
ReadRules; 
writeln; 
write ('Random seed '); 
readln(seed) ; 
repeat 

writeln; 

, *' . , 
nil; 

, . , 

write in (' [W]rite a sentence.'); 
writeln (' [P]rint the rules.'); 
writeln (' [Q]uit.'); 
repeat 

writeln; 
write ('> 'I; 
read (m); 
readln; 

until (m='w') or (m='p') or (m='q'); 
if m = 'p' then 

PrintRules (prodtree) 
else if m = 'w' then 

begin 
MakeSentence (sentence); 
PrintSenTree (sentence); 

end; 
until m = 'q'; 

end. {main} 
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(This is a list of production rules for English sentences according) 
(to Chomsky's X-bar theory as modified in Barriers. There is much) 
(current debate about many aspects of the theory, so I have made ) 
(a number of arbitrary decisions. Certainly as the theory is ) 
(refin~d, these production rules could be changed. ) 

C" -02- N" , C' 
C" -02- A" , C' 
C" -01- C" , C' 
C" -10- cn Conj C" 
C" -50- C' 
C' -01- C In 
C -01- e 
Conj -10- and 
Conj -10- whereas 
Conj -10- but 
Conj -10- while 
I" -05- C" I'-
I" -90- N" I' 
I' -10- I V" 
I -10- e 
V" -10- Aux V' 
V" -10- V' 
V' -60- V 
V' -10- V P" 
V' -10- V A" 

'V' -05- V A" P" 
pOI -10- Pspec P' 
P" -10- P' 
P' -10- P N" 
Pspec -10- right 
Pspec -10- straight 
Nil -70- Det N' 
N" -05- N" 's N' 
N" -10- Q N' 
N" -10- N' 
N' -10- A" N 
N' -40- N 
Det -10- e 
A" -10- Int A' 
A" -80- A' 
A' -10- A 
Int -10- very 
Int -10- extremely 
Int -10- quite 
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program treel (rulesl,input, history,input, output); 

{This program creates a tree from the production rules listed in the} 
{file "rules". The rules are of the form X - Y1 Y2 ... Yn. X is a } 
{non-terminal, and Yi is either a non-terminal or a terminal. A } 
{terminal will here be defined as any term which does not appear on } 
{the left side of a production rule. n must not be greater than } 
{MaxChild. Choices in generation will, in this program, be made } 
{randomly according to the weights assigned each possible } 
{production. } 

{Written by •• _ ... --_.} 
const 

NodeStringLen = 10; {length of node names} 
MaxChild = 5; {maximum number of children a node can have} 

type 

var 

nodestring - array [1 .. NodeStringLen] of char; 
string ~ array [1 .. 40] of char; 
flist = array [1 .. NodeStringLen] of char; 

nodeptr - ~noderec; 

childarray = array [1 .. MaxChild] of nodeptr; 
noderec = record 

name : nodestring; 
features : flist; {1[m/f/n] 2[1/2/3] 3[s/p] nominal features} 

{4[+/-]agreement 5[+/-]tense } 

{10[any letter]coreference} 

children 
parent 

end; 

childarray; 
nodeptr; 

rightsideptr = ~rightsiderec; 
rightsiderec = record 

name : nodestring; 
sister : rightsideptr; 

end; 
rightruleptr = ~rightrulelist; 
rightrulelist = record 

rightside : rightsideptr; 
chance : integer; 
next : rightruleptr; 

end; 
leftruleptr = ~leftrulerec; 
leftrulerec = record 

name : nodestring; 
next : leftruleptr; 
rightnum : integer; 
rightrules : rightruleptr; 

end; 

rulesl : text; {base-generation rules} 
history : text; {list of past topics to draw on} 
sentence : nodeptr; 
prodtree, curprod, lrp leftruleptr; 
right : rightruleptr; 
newrule : string; 
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i,j,k : integer; 
weight : integer; 
left,x : nodestring; 
m : char; 
seed : integer; {used in random function} 

procedure PrintOne (rsp : rightsideptr); 
begin {PrintOne} 

while rsp <> nil do 
begin 

write(rsp"'.name); 
rsp :~ rsp"'.sister; 

end; 
end; {PrintOne} 

procedure'PrintRight (rrp rightruleptr); 
begin {PrintRight} 

while rrp <> nil do 
begin 

end; 

write ('RHS : '); 
PrintOne (rrpA.rightside); 
writeln('Weight : ', rrp A. chance:2); 
rrp := rrp"'.next; 

end: {PrintRight} 

procedure PrintRules (lrp : leftruleptr); 
{This procedure traces through lrp and print it out legibly.} 
begin {PrintRules} 

lrp := prodtree; 
while lrp <> nil do 

begin 

end; 

writeln('LHS : ' ,lrp"'.name); 
writeln('# of RHS : ',lrp"'.rightnum:l): 
{For formatting, the # of RHS must be less than lO.} 
PrintRight(lrp"'.rightrules); 
writeln; 
lrp := lrp"'.next; 

end; {PrintRules} 

function LastLeft (curprod:leftruleptr) :leftruleptr; 
begin {LastLeft} 

if curprod"'.next <> nil then 
LastLeft := LastLeft (curprodA.next) 

else 
LastLeft := curprod; 

end; {LastLeft} 

function LastRight (rrp:rightruleptr) :rightr.uleptr: 
begin {LastRight} 

if rrp"'.next <> nil then 
LastRight := LastRight (rrpA.next) 

else 
LastRight := rrp; 

end; {LastRight} 

procedure AddRight (var right:rightruleptr; 
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var lrp :leftruleptr)i 
var 

rrp : rightruleptr; 
begin {AddRight} 

if lrp~.rightrules ~ nil then 
lrp~.rightrules := right 

else 
begin 

end; 

rrp := LastRight(lrp~.rightrules); 
rrp~.next :~right; 

end; {AddRight} 

function Member (left : nodestring; var curprod 
begin {Member} 

if curprod <> nit then 

else 

if curprod~.name = left then 
Member := true 

else 
begin 

curprod := curprod~.next; 
Member :- Member (left, curprod); 

end 

Member := false; 
end; {Member} 

procedure AddRule; 
begin {AddRule} 

curprod :- prodtree; 
if Member (left, curprod) then 

leftruleptr) 

{add right to the list of possible RHS for left} 
begin 

AddRight (right, curprod); 

boolean; 

curprodA.rightnum := curprodA.rightnum + right~.chance; 

else 
end 

begin {else} 
curprod :- LastLeft(prodtree); 
new(lrp); 
lrp~.name :c left; 
lrp~.next :z nil; 
lrp~.rightnum := rightA.chance; 
lrpA.rightrules := nil; 
AddRight (right, lrp); 
curprodA.next .= lrp; 

end; {else} 
end; {AddRule} 

procedure ReadRules; 
var 

rsp,rsp2 : rightsideptr; 
begin {ReadRules} 

prodtreeA.rightnum :-0; {set up initial dummy rule} 
prodtree~.rightrules := nil; 
prodtreeA.next := nil; 
reset (rulesl) ; 
while not eof(rulesl) do 

begin {while} 
readln(rulesl,newrule); 
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if (newrule[1] <> ' (') and (ord(newrule[1]) <> 32) then 

begin {if} 
i := 1; 
repeat 

left[i] :- newrule[i]; 
i := i+1; 
if i > NodeStringLen then {There is an error.} 

writeln ('The LHS'of a rule was too long.'); 
until newrule[i] - , '; 
for j := i to NodeStringLen do 

left [j] :... , '; 
i := i + 2; (move to weight of rule) 
k := ((ord(newrule[i])-ord('O'))*10); 
weight := k + ((ord(newrule[i+1]))-ord('O')); 
i := i + 4; (move to right side} 
new (right); 
right~.next := nil; 
new (rsp); 
right~.rightside :- rsp; 
rsp~.sister := nil; 
right~.chance :- weight; 
j := 1; 
repeat 

x [ j ] : = newrule [ i] ; 
i := i+1; 
j := j+1; 

until ne~rule[i] - , '; 
for k := j to NodeStringLen do 

x[k] :="; 
rsp~.name := x; 
i := i+1; {move to next RHS node} 
while newrule[i] <> ' , do 

begin 
j := 1; 
repeat 

x[j] :- newrule[i]; 
i :- i+1; 
j :- j+1; 

until newrule[i] = , '; 
for k :- j to NodeStringLen do 

x [k] : - , '; 
new(rsp2); 
rsp2~.sister :- nil; 
rsp2~.narne :"" x; 
rsp~.sister := rsp2; 
rsp := rsp~.sister; 
i := i+1; (move to next RHS node) 

end; 
AddRule; 

end; (if) 
end; {while} 

prodtree := prodtree~.next; {this gets rid of the initial dummy rule} 
end; {ReadRules} 

function Random (range : integer) : integer; 
{This function returns an integer between 1 and range, chosen randomly .} 
var 

rand : real; 
begin {Random} 

if range = 1 then 
Random := 1 

else {not a perfect randomizer} 
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seed :- (26382 * seed + 1) mod 32767; 
rand :~ (seed/32767) * range + 1; 
Random :~ trunc (rand); 

end; {Random} 

" 

function GetRule (name : nodestring) rightsideptr; 
var 

k1:integer; 
begin {GetRule} 

GetRule := nil; 
lrp := prodtree; 
while (lrp <> nil) do 

begin 
if lrp~.name ~ name then 

begin 
k1 := Random(lrp~.rightnum) - 1; 
right := lrp~.rightrules; 
while k1 > right~.chance do 

begin 
k1 := k1 - right~.chance;, 

right := right~.next; 
end; 

GetRule := right~.rightside; 
lrp := nil; {since we've found a match} 

else 

end; 
end; {GetRule } 

end 

lrp := lrp~.next; 

procedure GenChildren (var np nodeptr) ; 
var 

rsp : rightsideptr; 
npl, np2 : nodeptr; 
kl, k2, k3 : integer; 

begin {GenChildren} 
npl := np; 

(writeln('GC called on ',np~.name);} 
if npl~.children[1] = nil then 

begin 
(writeln('needs children');} 

rsp := GetRule (npl~.name); 

if rsp ~ nil then 
begin 

new (np2); 
np2~.name :- 'leaf 
np2~.children(1] :
np2 A .children[2] :
np2~.children[3] :~ 

np2~.children[4] := 
np2 ~ .'children ( 5] :-

np2~.features[l] :a 
np2~.parent := np1; 
npl~.children(1] :
np2 := nil; 

(writeln('can"t have any');} 
end 

else 
begin 

k1 := 1; 

nil; 
nil; 
nil; 
nil; 
nil; 

, *, . , 

np2; 

, . , 
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{write ('children: ');} 
while (rsp<>nil) and (k1 <= MaxChild) do 

begin 
new(np2)i 
np2~.name :~ rsp~.name; 

np2~.children[l] := nil; 
np2 A.children[2] := nil; 
np2 A.children[3] := nil; 
np2 A.children[4] := nil; 
np2 A.children[5] :- nil; 

np2 A.features(l] := 
np2 A.parent := np1; 
np1 A.children[k1] := 
np2 :- nil; 

, *, . , 

np2; 

{write(npA.children[k1]A.name);} 
k1 :- k1 + 1; 
rsp := rspA.sister; 

end; 
{writeln; } 

for k2 := 1 to (k1-1) do 
begin 

np1 ::z np; 
GenChildren (np1 A.children[k2]); 

end; 
end; 

end 
else if np1 A.children[l]A. narne 

begin 
<> 'leaf , then 

{writeln('has children');} 

end; 

k3 := 1; 
while (nplA.children[i] 

begin 
<> nil) and (k3 <= MaxChild) do 

end; 

GenChildren (nplA. children[k3]); 
k3 :- k3+1; 
npl :"" np; 

end; {GenChildren} 

procedure PrintSenTree (np nodeptr) ; 
var 

kl : integer; 
begin {PrintSenTree} 

if np <> nil then 
begin 

{write('PST called on " npA.narne);} 
{if npA.parent <> nil then writeln('below' npA.parentA.name);} 

k1 : = 1; 
while (k1<=5)' and (np A.children(k1]<>nil) do 

begin 
PrintSenTree(npA. children[k1]); 
kl :- kl+l; 

end; 

if npA.children[l] <> nil then 
if npA.children[l]A.narne = 'leaf ' then 

if npA.narne <> 'e ' then 
writeln(npA.narne, npA.features); 

,\. ,;" ..... : .. 
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end; 
end; {PrintSenTree} 

procedure MakeSentence (var np : nodeptr); 
{This procedure generates a sentence in tree-structure derived from} 
{the rules in prodtree.} 
var 

kl : integer; 
begin {MakeSentence} 

{set up initial base frame} 
new (np); 
np".name :- 'C" 
np".parent := nil; 
np".features[l] :~ 

np".children[l] .
GenChildren (np); 

, *' . , 
nil; 

, . , 

{select the verbs, put them in, and put in their arguments} 

{choose a tense and modality for all verbs and implement it} 

{fill in the subject as an N" or C"} 

{fill in object NP's} 

{fill in Camp positions} 

{elements that should be influenced by phonological considerations} 

{add sentential adverbs} 

{add manner adverbs} 

{add spatial and temporal prepositional phrases} 

{topicalization} 

{reduplication of constituents} 

end; {MakeSentence} 

begin {main} 
new (prodtree); 
ReadRules; 
writeln; 
write ('Random seed '); 
readln (seed) ; 
repeat 

writeln; 
writeln (' (W]rite a sentence.'); 
writeln (' [P]rint the rules.'); 
writeln (' [Q] uit. ' ) ; 
repeat 

writeln; 
write ('>'); 
read (m); 
readln; 

until (m='w') or (m='p') or (m='q'); 
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if m - 'p' then 
PrintRules (prodtree) 

else if m ~ 'w' then 
begin 

MakeSentence (sentence); 
PrintSenTree (sentence); 

end; 
until m ... 'q'; 

end. {main} 

. .: : .. .. :"' ; .. 
;' .. -;":'" .tree1.p· : 
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(This is a list of production rules for English sentences according) 
(to Chomsky's X-bar theory as modified in Barriers. There is much) 
(current debate about many aspects of the theory, so I have made ) 
(a number of arbitrary decisions. Certainly as the theory is ) 
(refined, these production rules could be changed. ) 
C" -10- C" Conj C" 
C" -50- C' 
C' -01- C In 
C -01- e 
Conj -30- and 
Conj -10- whereas 
Conj -10- but 
Conj -10- while 
I" -90- X" I' 
I' -10- I V" 
I -10- e 
V" -10- V' 
V' -60- V 
P" -10- Pspec P' 
P" -10- P' 
P' -10- P N" 
Pspec -10- right 
Pspec -10- straight 
N" -40- Det N' 
N" -08- N" 's N' 
·N" -04- N' 
N" -25- Name 
N' -10- A" N 
N' -40- N 
Det -10- e 
A" -10- Int A' 
A" -80- A' 
A' -10- A 
Int -10- very 
Int -10- extremely 
Int -10- quite 
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